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Measurement of Long-Lived Isotopes and Helium
Production in Fusion Materials

L.R. Greenwood
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL USA

Abstract

Results are summarized for measurements of the production rates for long-
lived radioisotopes and helium in fusion reactor materials. Measurements have
been performed at T(d,n) generators, near 14 MeV; at broad-spectrum Be(d,n)
accelerator-based neutron fields; and in various fission reactors. These
activation data are used to predict the production of these isotopes in fusion
reactor materials for waste disposal and maintenance applications. Helium
data are needed for the simulation of fusion materials damage in fission
reactor irradiations and as a stable product dosimeter. Nuclear data needs
and future plans are discussed.

Introduction

Accurate measurements of neutron cross sections are needed for a variety
of reactions from threshold to 14 MeV for the prediction of activity levels in
fusion reactor materials. Longer-lived activities are of particular interest
since they may seriously impact reactor maintenance and the disposal of waste
materials. Helium production data is needed for the prediction of the
evolution of radiation damage in materials. For many materials and reactions
there have been few measurements and we must rely on calculations of the
required cross sections. Consequently, we have been involved in measurements
of selected reactions at 14 MeV and in integral neutron experiments in
reactors and accelerator-based neutron sources.

Activity Measurements at 14 MeV

Neutron irradiations have been conducted at the Rotating Target Neutron
Source II at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Samples were placed in
the highest flux region near the source for up to 2 weeks and in more remote
locations for much longer times with net fluences up to 1()18 n/cm2. The
neutron energy spectra were calculated, as shown in figure 1.1 Data have been
published2 for 22 reactions, including many standard dosimetry reactions in
the energy range from 14.5-14.9 MeV. More recently, we have focussed on
reactions leading to longer-lived isotopes. A list of these reactions with
measured cross sections, halflives, and references is given in Table I.
Measurements have also been reported^i4 for the 27A1(n,2n)26Ai (7.2xlO5 y) and
54Fe(n,2n)53Fe(/?)53Mn (3.7xlO6 y) reactions; however, these are not listed in
Table I due to their steep energy dependence near 14 MeV, which makes them
highly useful for fusion reactor dosimetry and plasma diagnostics.5 Activity
measurements for the reactions listed in Table I were performed with either
gamma, x-ray, or liquid scintillation detectors. The nuclear decay data used
for these measurements were adopted from reference 6. In most cases, chemical
separations were required to remove shorter-lived, interfering reactions.



Chemical procedures generally involved ion-exchange reactions, as discussed in
the references.

Neutron fluences were determined for each irradiation from dosimetry
samples. For shorter runs, the 93Nb(n,2n)92m^b (10 day) reaction was used to
determine the fluence assuming a value of 463 mb for the cross section.? For
longer runs, the fluence was determined by the 54pe(n,p)54Mn reaction using
cross sections given in reference 2. These measurements can be used to
determine the production of each isotope in fusion reactors, as given in Table
II for the STARFIRE reactor design.° Such calculations can be directly
compared with previous predictions of these activities in fusion materials.

The pre-compound, statistical model computer code ALICE9 was used to
calculate neutron cross sections for the reactions given in Table I. The
calculations and experiments (C/E values) are also compared in Table I and
figures 2-4. As can be seen, the agreement is generally only good to about a
factor of two. ALICE appears to consistently overpredict the values for
(n,2n) cross sections. In the case of 92Mo(n,2n) the calculation is only 1/3
of the experiment. As discussed in reference 1, our data is also much higher
than other experiments. Consequently, the difference may be due to the
uncertainty in the halflife of 680*130 y6

t since a value of 300 years or less
would lower the cross section accordingly to be in better agreement with the
calculations and other data. Similarly, for 60Ni(n,2n) our value is much less
than calculations and the systematics of other nickel isotopes. In this case,
the half1tfe is only known to 7.5*1.3 x 104 y6 and a value of 3xl05 y or
longer would raise the measurement to 400 mb or greater, in better agreement
with calculations and systematics. We are planning to remeasure the halflife
of 59^1 since this is easily made in thermal neutron reactions with 58NJ anc|
the value can be determined by standard mass spectrometry techniques.

Additional materials were irradiated at RTNS II and we plan to measure
neutron cross sections for the reactions 14N(n,p)14C (5730 y ) , 94Zr(n,2n)93Zr
(1.5x106 y ) , and 93Nb(n,2n)92Nb (3.6xl07 y ) .

Activity Measurements in Rare Earth Materials

Argonne is collaborating with several other laboratories to measure
activities is rare earth materials following a recommendation of the 16th
International Nuclear Data Committee meeting in Beijing, PRC, in October 1987.
This work is included in a Coordinated Research Program sponsored by the IAEA.
The experimenters include J.W. Meadows, D.L. Smith, and the author at Argonne;
R.C. Haight at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL); and Y. Ikeda at the
Japan Atomic Energy Research Establishment (JAERI). Identical packets of
foils consisting of copper, silver, europium, terbium, and hafnium, as well as
titanium, iron, and nickel dosimeters, were irradiated in a E<j = 7 MeV Be(d,n)
neutron field at ANL10; a 10 MeV H(t,n)3He field at LANL; and at 14 MeV at the
Fusion Neutronics Source Facility at JAERI. The ANL and LANL neutron fields
are illustrated in figure 5; the JAERI field is similar to the RTNSII facility
shown in figure 1.

Samples have been irradiated and gamma counted from both ANL and LANL.
The JAERI irradiations have been completed and analysis will commence shortly.
Table III lists preliminary results for several reactions which we have
measured; however, the data has not yet been corrected for room-return,



target-related background, or multiple scattering. In the case of 152Eu the
activity is probably due primarily to the 151Eu(n,7) reaction rather than the
(n,2n) reaction from 1 5 3Eu. Although the thermal flux is quite low at each
facility, the thermal cross section of 151Eu is wery high (5900 barns). In
the case of 108m/\fl ancj 178m2Hft more decay time is needed for the decay of
interfering silver and hafnium isotopes. When all of the data is available
with suitable corrections, it should be possible to adjust the calculated
cross sections for these reactions resulting in recommended values for fusion
applications.

Additional Measurements at Argonne

In collaboration with D.L. Smith, we are measuring cross sections for the
reactions 93Nb(n,n')93mNb (16.1 y ) , 63Cu(n,p)63Ni (100 y ) , 60Ni(n,p)60Co (5.3
y) and a variety of other reactions using the integral Be(d,n) neutron field
at Argonne1^ and a limited number of differential measurements using the
Li(p,n) reaction. Samples have been irradiated and gamma counted, including
dosimetry reactions. Work is now in progress to measure the activity of 93mNb
by x-ray counting and 63Ni by liquid scintillation counting.

Helium Measurements

Helium production is known to be an important parameter in the evolution
of the microstructure during the irradiation of fusion materials.
Furthermore, helium is especially useful for fluence measurements since it is
a stable product. Consequently, we have worked closely with D,G. Kneff of
Rockwell International, Canoga Park, CA, USA, for many years to both measure
and test helium production cross sections in fission reactors, 14 MeV sources,
and broad-spectrum accelerator-based neutron fields. We recently published1^
helium cross sections for 26 elements, 33 isotopes, and for various alloys at
14.8 MeV. Additional materials have been irradiated at RTNS II and at 10 MeV
at Los Alamos National Laboratory and analyses are now in progress.

Table IV shows some of our recent results12 from fission reactors,
measured in the High Flux Isotopes Reactor at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
As can be seen, the nickel, iron, and chromium results are in reasonable
agreement with calculations based on the ENDF/B-V gas production file.*3

However, nickel14, iron15, and copper16 all have thermal neutron effects
whereby transmutation products are found to have significant thermal neutron
helium cross sections. The effect in nickel is quite well-known and is used
routinely to simulate fusion-like helium production rates in mixed-spectrum
fission reactors. The effect in copper is less dramatic since zinc must be
produced prior to the onset of helium production. (The effect would be
comparable to that for nickel for materials doped directly with zinc.) In
iron, there appears to be a small effect due to 55Fe with a thermal (n,a)
reaction cross section of about 18 mb. However, more data is needed to sort
out the competing effects from the various iron isotopes. This thermal effect
in iron could prove useful for simulating fusion-like conditions in mixed-
spectrum reactors, assuming that we use iron enriched in 54pe or doped
directly with 5 5Fe.
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Figure Captions

1. Calculated neutron spectra for RTNS II with Ej = 360 keV and a TiT2 target,

2. Comparison of measured cross sections for the production of ̂ Ni from
63cu (diamond) and 64Ni (circle) and for 55Fe from 56Fe (plus) with ALICE
calculations (lines).

3. Comparison of measured cross sections for the production of ̂ Mo (circle),
94Nb (plus), and 93mfjb (diamond) from 94Mo with ALICE calculations (lines).

4. Comparison of measured cross section for 50v(n,2n)
49v (circle) with ALICE

calculations (line).

5. Measured neutron spectra for the Be(d,n) neutron field at Argonne and the
10-MeV H(t,n)3He field at Los Alamos.



Table I: Production of Long-Lived Isotopes near 14.8 MeV

Reaction
50V(n,2n)49V6

56Fe(n,2n)55Fe

63Cu(n,p)63Ni

64Ni(n,2n)63Ni

60Ni(n,2n)59Ni

94Mo(n,p)94Nb

"-Mo(n,x) 9 4Nb

92Mo(n,2n)91Nb

94Mo(n,2n)93Mo

94Mo(n,x)S3mNb

95Mo(n,x)93mNb

VatMo(n,x)93mNb

a,Tab

258±39

454±35

54±4

958±64

104±25

55±6

7.8±0.8

603±119

550±136

5.7±0.9

1.36±0.27

0.75±0.11

Ti /2,y

0.90

2.7

100.

100.

7.5xlO4

2.0xl04

2.0x104

680.?

3500.

16.1

16.1

16.1

C/E°

2.8

1.4

0.91

1.2

6.0

0.82

-

0.33

2.5

2.0

-

Reference

17

18-20

18-20

18-20

18-20

1

1

1

17

17

17

17

aRatio of ALICE calculation/experimental result
6Vanadium data at 14.3 MeV



Table II: Fusion Activation Calculations
(STARFIRE Reactor, 21.6 MW-y/m2)

Material

Vanadium

Molybdenum

Iron

Copper

Nickel

Isotope
49y

91Nb

93mNb

94Nb
93Mo

55Fe

63Ni

63 N i

59Nj

Activity, mCi/cc

2.8

243.
106.
0.77
28.

25,000.

1795.

227.
1.



Table III: Preliminary Results ior Rare-Earth Irradiations
(cross sections are listed in millibarns)

Reaction

107Ag(n,2n)106™Ag,

109Ag(n,2n)108mAg

151Eu(n,2n)150*Eu

153Eu(n.2n)152Eu
[+1 5 1Eu(n,7)]a

159Tb(n,2n)158Tb

mHf(n,2n)1 7 5Hf

T1/2

8.5 d

127 y

35.8 y

13.3 y

150 y

70 d

LANL-
exp

5.32

w

219.

529.

340.

420.

(10 MeV)
calc

87.

151.

1264.

647.

1400.

1571.

ANL-
exp

1.41

w

16.4

344.

33.7

42.4

Be(d,n),
calc

23.

-

18.

17.

54.

34.

179Hf(n,2n)178m2Hf 31 y w 22. w 1.

18OHf(n,2n)179m2Hf 25.1 d 3.34 159. 2.93 —

a l 5 2 Eu partly due to 151Eu(n,7)
w: indicates waiting for decay of short-lived activities



Table IV: Helium Production in HFIR
(Ratio of ENDF/B-V Calc./Expt.)

Material C/E Value Comments

Nickel

Iron

Chromium

°Reference 14
6Reference 15
cReference 16

0.95±0.07 Thermal Effect0

0.96±0.06 Thermal Effect?6

1.06 1 result

Titanium 2.34±0.20

Niobium 0.73±0.03

Copper 0.76±0.05 Thermal Effect0
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